
1 Lauren WilliamsMy urrent researh projets related to luster algebras are as follows.In joint work with Yuji Kodama, we demonstrate a link between lusteralgebras and soliton solutions to the KP equation. More spei�ally, for eahpoint A ∈ (Grk,n)≥0, there is a soliton solution uA(x, y, t) to the KP equa-tion. If one �xes the time t, one an draw the ontour plot of the solution,the lous in the plane where the solution is maximized. Suh solutions to theKP equation model shallow water wave, and one may think of this ontourplot as showing the loations of the peaks of the waves. What we've shown isa preise relation between these ontour plots and the redued plabi graph orPostnikov diagrams that orrespond to lusters in the luster algebra of theoordinate ring of the Grassmannian. More generally one an get a solutionto the KP equation from any point A in the real Grassmannian (not ne-essary the non-negative part), and we are working to extend our results tothis ase. We are in the proess of proving that any regular soliton solutionthat arises in this way must atually ome from (Grk,n)≥0.I also have two works in progress on luster algebras from surfae. In jointwork with Musiker and Shi�er, we have onstruted (onjetural) vetorspae bases for luster algebras from surfaes, using prinipal oe�ients.We have veri�ed this onjeture for unpuntured surfaes. The main ideais to parameterize elements of the basis by olletions of (tagged) ars andalso losed loops in the surfae, and extend the notion of g-vetor to losedloops. We de�ne the elements assoiated to losed loops ombinatorially,assoiating a ertain band graph (on an annulus or Mobius strip) to eahlosed loop, and taking a weighted sum of the good mathings of that bandgraph. One an show that the set of good mathings has the struture ofa distributive lattie, whih in turn implies that the orresponding lusteralgebra element has a well-de�ned g-vetor. One then needs to show that ourbasis elements span (by proving a number of skein relations), and show thattheir g-vetors are all distint. (Coneptually there is no major problem withextending our proofs to surfaes with puntures, but heking the 20 or sodi�erent kinds of skein relations involving nothed ars seems very painful.)Musiker and I also have a paper in progress whih provides some ne-essary tools for the paper on bases. This paper with Musiker provides ex-pressions for our basis elements in terms of produts of two by two matries,and then proves skein relations, using prinipal oe�ients. These resultsgeneralize results of Fok and Gonharov for the oe�ient-free ase. Notethat we need suh results for prinipal oe�ients for our paper on vetorspae bases of these luster algebras, in order to make sense of g-vetors.1


